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M O U N T I N G
OP T IONS

The way we work is constantly changing — and having versatile power solutions that are able to 
adapt to wherever you you work, play, and live is more important than ever. That's why our Dekko 
Family of Brands offers a variety of mounting options. So you can get the power you need, where 
you need it.

•   On-Surface
 - Clamp-On
 - Portable/Freestanding

•   In-Surface 
 - Bezel/Flush
 - Grommet

•   Below-Surface
 - Undermount
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ON-SURFACE
Clamp-On

Clamp-On settings provide flexibility to secure the power unit to the edge of the work surface allowing 
the user to reposition as demands and needs change.

Portable/Freestanding

Portable, or Freestanding, settings offer free range of motion to move or reposition the power unit to any 
desired location without having to unscrew or uninstall the unit from a surface.

Ashley™ Link 60 Seclusion® G2 Series FLC-1100

Luna Isle™ G2
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I N -SURFACE
Bezel/Flush

Bezel is a setting in which the unit lays nearly flush to the surface, generally has a minimalistic metal 
trim/faceplate that holds the unit recessed into the surface. Flush is a setting in which the product lays 
completely flat against the application surface, no material overhang. These types of mountings require 
surface cutouts for proper product installation, where the product is dropped into the cutout from above 
the surface.

Ashley Duo Wedge™ Cove™ Series F-739

Grommet

Grommet setting firmly fits products within the circular surface cutout. It can also be in reference to 
a product covering/storage component that includes a bezeled trim. This type of mounting requires a 
surface cutout for installation, where the product is then dropped into the cutout from the above surface.

Sand Dollar Seclusion® G2 Series with Grommet Mount
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BELOW-SURFACE
Undermount
Undermount setting is when product is permanently affixed to any area underneath the application 
surface (desk, panel, table etc.) for discreet power access. Undermount products are perfect for those 
who do not have the capabilities of making surface cutouts or simply looking for an alternative to on-
surface access. These units are mounted to the underside of the cutout for an edge-free aesthetic. Note, 
some undermount products still may require cutouts.

Ashley Quad™ Series Villa™ UM Series F-714


